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Introduction:
Cubicle Centre Ltd is pleased to
introduce SchoolToilets.co.uk
A website designed to help
educational establishments
select the most suitable products
for washroom projects.
Cubicle Centre Ltd is a leading
manufacturer of toilet cubicles
and washroom systems in the
UK. A wide range of products
developed for environments from
Pre-School though to
Universities are available on a
manufacture and supply basis.
Whether you are considering a
new washroom or refurbishing an
existing toilet area – Cubicle
Centre can supply you with a
durable washroom solution.

Tel: 0845 170 1240

With a bright colour choice and
creative design, our Pre-School /
Junior range helps create a fun
and safe washroom environment
for children (Page 04).
Guidelines for secondary schools
upwards are more specific - the
following need to be considered:
Private toilets that lock are
preferred to urinals. It is advised
that space outside the cubicles is
kept to a minimum to combat
anti-social behaviour.
Cubicles must be easy to
maintain and clean - compact
grade laminate is the preferred
material due to its exceptional
resistance to impact and water.

Ambulant Cubicles - every
same-sex washroom should have
at least one cubicle suitable for
ambulant disabled (Page 18).
Should you need help with your
product choice, our experienced
team can take you through the
design and selection process,
helping you choose the right
products for the job.
To receive a quote, simply fax or
email your washroom
requirements to us along with a
drawing or sketch and we’ll do
the rest.
Alternatively, complete a
Quotation Form available from
the website and fax it to us on
Fax: 0845 170 1241
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Pre-School / Junior Washrooms:
The Brecon cubicle system is
specifically designed for children.
Low height doors allow for
supervision, and with added
safety features such as anti-trap
hinges and latches, these
cubicles help create a fun and
safe school washroom
environment.
Standard options include a bright
selection of colours and three
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door profile designs in melamine
faced chipboard (MFC). Brecon
cubicles can be manufactured
from compact grade laminate
(CGL) at extra cost.
The standard Brecon system is
manufactured from 18mm thick
MFC, with a contrasting 2.0mm
solid PVC soft radius edging.
It is recommended that nursery
schools and other schools which

have pupils under 5 years old
should have one shower for
washing pupils for every 40 such
pupils.
Only CGL cubicles are
impervious to water and
therefore suited for use in
shower areas (Page 17).
Matching vanity and wall panel
systems are available to order
with this cubicle range (Page 11).

info@schooltoilets.co.uk

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/pre-school-toilets.html

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/privacy-cubicle-system.html

Adult Washrooms - Privacy:
There are many points to
consider when specifying an
adult cubicle system, such as the
overall cubicle height to ensure a
sufficient amount of privacy.
A minimal space between floor /
ceiling and cubicle system is
encouraged for increased user
privacy. For hygienic and safety
reasons, Cubicle Centre would
not recommend using FULL
floor-to-ceiling height cubicles.
Our toilet cubicles are designed
to allow a reasonable airflow to
prevent a build up of bad smells.
All our cubicle systems allow for
emergency access should a pupil
faint inside the cubicle and
become trapped - blocking the
door from opening.

Tel: 0845 170 1240

The cubicle door hinges can be
set to allow doors to open
inwards or outwards and have a
lift-off facility for improved safety.

latches keep the design focused
on functionality, while high
performance panels and edging
offer exceptional durability.

Cubicle Centre offer an
increased privacy system Zest WC Cubicles.
A stylish, yet practical cubicle
system, Zest has been
developed to meet the demands
of modern washrooms.

Partitions and front panels are
Stone Grey with cubicle doors
available in four exciting new
colours: Blueberry, Kiwifruit,
Mango or Dragon Fruit.

An overall cubicle height of
2100mm provides advanced
privacy; whilst the 100mm
reduced floor clearance offers
users greater personal security.
Robust fittings such as DDA
compliant (Disability
Discrimination Act) cubicle

With its unique fittings and
energetic colour choice, the Zest
cubicle system will add a
confident and striking presence
to your school washroom.
Matching vanity and wall panel
systems are available to order
with this cubicle range (Page 14).
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Adult Washrooms - Vandal Resistant:
The preferred material choice for
cubicles in school washrooms is
Compact Grade Laminate. CGL
is totally impervious to water,
therefore easily washed down to
help maintain high standards of
hygiene. This material is also
vandal resistant.
DDA Regulations (Disability
Discrimination Act) must also be
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considered when selecting
washroom products. Cubicle
front panels and doors need to
be of sufficient colour contrast to
enable visually impaired pupils /
staff ease of access into
cubicles.
The cubicle locking devices
should be suitable for use by
pupils / staff with impaired

manual dexterity (i.e. simple
single action).
It is recommended that schools
keep spare locks to reduce the
time that cubicles are out of
action due to lock damage Cubicle Centre can supply
spares at extra cost and only for
Cubicle Centre washroom
systems.

info@schooltoilets.co.uk

Cairngorm (below) is the ideal
cubicle system for harsh
environments and for use in
shower areas.
Constructed from compact grade
laminate, these cubicles are
extremely resistant to impact and
completely impervious to water.
Overall cubicle height is 1955mm
with standard partitions 1500mm
deep - full height is optional at
extra cost. These robust cubicles

arrive pre-drilled allowing rapid
on-site installation.
Extra heavy-duty fittings and a
wide colour choice as standard.
Cotswold cubicles (left) combine
style with outstanding rigidity.
Perfect for areas of high volume
usage, the robust build quality is
proven to meet everyday
demands.

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/vandal-resistant-cubicles.html

The sleek clean lines and
contemporary design mean no
fixings are visible from the
exterior of the cubicle when
installed.
The system offers outward
opening disabled cubicles if
required, along with single action
locking devices to meet with
relevant DDA regulations.
Cotswold also offers a wide
colour choice as standard.

Cubicle Material Guide:

MFC - Melamine Faced Chipboard:

CGL - Compact Grade Laminate:

Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) incorporates two
decorative melamine surfaces bonded to both sides
of high density, moisture resistant chipboard under
high pressure and temperature.

High performance, self-supporting Compact Grade
Laminate (CGL) with two decorative surfaces and a
black core, offering exceptional resistance to impact
and moisture.

MFC is a cost effective, hygienic and lightweight
solution for all non-wet toilet areas.

CGL is particularly suited for use in washrooms and
changing areas where hygiene and ease of
maintenance is essential.

All panels have impact resistant, PVC soft radius
edging applied.
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CGL is totally water proof and vandal resistant.

info@schooltoilets.co.uk

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/staff-toilets.html

Staff Toilets:
Staff washrooms must be
adequate for the number of staff.
There are no guidelines to the
specific number of staff toilets in
a school however, Workplace
Regulations suggest the
following:
Up to 5 staff:
1 toilet and washstation
6 - 25 staff:
2 toilets and washstations
1 extra toilet and washstation for
each subsequent 25 staff.

Tel: 0845 170 1240

Staff washrooms must also be
separate from pupil washrooms,
except certain washrooms for
disabled users.
For staff toilets less prone to
vandalism and not exposed to a
wet environment, Cubicle Centre
recommends the Malvern
washroom system (left).
Malvern consists of durable
panels and tamper proof fittings.
Partitions and front panels are
Speckled Light Grey with a
choice of either Speckled Blue or

Anthracite for the doors. This
colour system ensures a great
enough contrast in LRV (Light
Reflectance Value) to make the
cubicles accessible for visually
impaired users.
Malvern cubicles (left) are
manufactured from 18mm thick
MFC, with a light grey 2.0mm
solid PVC edging.
Extra colours are available to
order at extra cost as Malvern+.
Malvern / Malvern+ is NOT
suitable for use in shower areas.
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Vanity Units:
Vanity units are made to measure and available as
either Inset (550mm deep) or Semi-Recessed (350mm
deep) options.
Vanity tops are 20mm thick with a High Pressure
Laminate (HPL) finish as standard. CGL vanity tops
are available with extended lead times at extra cost.
Under panels are constructed from high performance
MFC as standard or CGL panels with a CGL vanity top.
The new, unique design removes the need for a timber
frame, saving you both time and money.
Overall vanity height is 850mm (standard) - this can be
altered to suit each schools individual requirements.

Wall Panel System:
Full or half height wall panel systems can be supplied
to match your cubicle colour configuration.
Panels are Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) as
standard, with a protective PVC edging.
For areas prone to a wet environment, such as
changing rooms, Cubicle Centre can supply CGL wall
panel systems.
Panels come flat-packed, complete with all flash-gap
material and suspension fitting components.
Overall system height varies according to your ceiling
height.

Wash Basins:

Sanitary Ware for Schools:
For schools where most pupils
are under 11 (Y6 and below)
there should be at least as many
wash basins as the basic number
of sanitary fittings.
For schools where most pupils
are 11 or older (Y7 and above)
washrooms with one sanitary
fitting / two sanitary fittings
should contain at least one wash
basin / two wash basins
respectively.
In all other washrooms the
number of wash basins should
be at least two thirds of the

number of sanitary fittings.
The use of urinals should be
avoided in school washrooms.
Toilet pans in cubicle enclosures
is the preferred option.
With the plumbware.co.uk range
Cubicle Centre can now supply
your school with a complete
range of sanitary ware and
washroom accessories.
To purchase these products and
more online visit:
www.plumbware.co.uk

Toilet Pans:

Showers:

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/school-sanitary-ware.html

Accessories:
Tel: 0845 170 1240
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Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/changing-rooms.html

School Changing Rooms:
Schools must have accessible
changing accommodation, which
should include showers, for
pupils of 11 years and older (Y7
and above) who take part in
physical education.
LEA's and governors may
provide such changing
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accommodation for younger
pupils as they feel appropriate.
Cubicle Centre can supply made
to measure changing room
systems from shower cubicles to
bench seating, all manufactured
from compact grade laminate
(CGL).

Only CGL is recommended for
changing room areas due to the
material's robust construction
and water-proof quality.
Changing room fittings such as
shower trays, wall tiles and coat
hooks are available to purchase
online from plumbware.co.uk

info@schooltoilets.co.uk

Shower Cubicles:
Each shower cubicle ideally needs an internal
width of 760mm, 800mm or 900mm (between
surfaces), with a depth of either 1500mm or
1800mm.
This internal measurement will allow for use of
shower trays (sold separately) available from
plumbware.co.uk
Standard shower cubicles are manufactured from
compact grade laminate (CGL) - Cairngorm range
The option of either a cubicle door or shower
curtain / shower rail kit is available.

Changing Cubicles:
The Cairngorm cubicle system (above) is perfect
for use in changing room areas.
Constructed from 13mm CGL, Cairngorm cubicles
are vandal resistant and can be cleaned down
thoroughly to maintain a high standard of hygiene
in your school changing area.
Cotswold cubicles (left) offer a fully framed
alternative. This cubicle system is also suited for
use in shower and changing areas.

Toilet Cubicle Sizes (Universal Access Guidelines):
1210

810

850

850

(800 min between surfaces)

Enlarged

Standard

Standard

Ambulant

300

(1200mm min between surfaces)

Manoeuvring
Space

0

Manoeuvring
Space

60

60

0

1500

Horizontal Baby Change Unit
(folds up to approx 100mm)

Shelf
(400 x 200)

Bin

70

410

66

0

650

300

550

300

550

240

0

610

110

Enlarged WC Cubicles:

Standard Toilet Cubicles:

Ambulant Disabled Cubicles:

Where 4 or more cubicles are
provided in a washroom, one of
these must be an enlarged cubicle.

All standard toilet cubicles must now
have a minimum of 450mm diameter
manoeuvring space within the
cubicle.

Every same-sex washroom must
have at least one wc cubicle that is
suitable for the ambulant disabled.

Enlarged cubicles must be a
minimum width of 1200mm and
include an outward opening door.
A horizontal and vertical grab rail set
is required around the WC.
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Indicator-bolts must be capable of
being operated with a closed fist and doors must also allow for
emergency access should a pupil
collapse inside the cubicle - blocking
the door from opening.

If there is only one cubicle in the
washroom then this must be suitable
for an ambulant disabled person.
The ambulant disabled cubicle must
include an outward opening door.

info@schooltoilets.co.uk

1500

2220

95

870

900

0

450

Wheelchair Accessible Cubicle:
The wheelchair accessible layout
has been modified to accommodate
an overall toilet cubicle length of
2220mm (previously 2000mm).
The door opening needs to be
900mm with a 950mm (wide)
outward opening door.
Doc-M Packs are available to
purchase online at plumbware.co.uk

Tel: 0845 170 1240
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Cubicle Centre FAQ:

Hopefully the SchoolToilets.co.uk
brochure has already helped
answer most of your school
washroom questions.
A list of FAQ's has been
compiled here as a quick
reference to any further
questions you may have.
Contact Cubicle Centre on
Tel: 0845 170 1240 should you
require more product advice.

Do you offer a fit-out service?
Cubicle Centre manufacture and supply only. Our washroom systems
are designed to be easily constructed by any competent tradesman.
Can I open an account?
You may apply to open an account with us. Account application forms
are available from our website: www.washroomcubicles.co.uk/downloads.html
Unless you currently hold an account with us, all made to measure
specials and bespoke items are subject to pro-forma prepayment.

What is the minimum size for a toilet cubicle?
750mm (wide) x 1500mm (deep)
What is the 'cubicle configuration'?
We need to know which of the following four situations your cubicles
will be fitted in:

Enclosed

Corner

In-Line

In-Line with Return

(between walls)
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info@schooltoilets.co.uk

Do you have a price list?
Due to products being made to measure, pricing is on a job-to-job
basis.
Simply email (info@schooltoilets.co.uk) your washroom requirements
to us along with a drawing or sketch and we'll do the rest.
Alternatively, complete a Quotation Form available from the PDF
Downloads sections and fax it to us on - Fax: 0845 170 1241
What is your budget toilet cubicle range?
Pennine toilet cubicles are the lowest priced range Cubicle Centre
offer. However, this cubicle system is NOT recommended for student
washroom areas.
How quickly can I have my order?
Lead times can vary from 7 working days to 10-15 working days
depending on your specific requirements.
NOTE: Lead times may increase during busier periods of the year (i.e.
school holidays).
Schools looking to refurbish washrooms during school holidays are
advised to place their order several weeks beforehand.
Do you sell replacement / spare parts?
Cubicle Centre can supply spares with your initial order on request, at
extra cost. Replacement parts will only be sold for Cubicle Centre
washroom systems.

Tel: 0845 170 1240
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Which product is best suited for shower / changing areas?
The Cairngorm or Cotswold systems are suited for use in shower /
changing areas or in areas that are likely to be subject to a wet
environment or vandalism.
What should I clean the cubicles with?
For MFC, remove general stains and marks with a proprietary
non-abrasive bathroom or kitchen surface cleaning solution on a damp
cloth. Do not use excessive amounts of water or solution.
CGL cubicles are water proof and can therefore be cleaned more
intensely with water and solution.
Avoid scrubbing or using anything with sharp edges in contact with the
panels.
Do you offer screen printed options for the children's toilet cubicles?
Cubicle Centre now offer three exciting designs for Brecon cubicle
doors in a water-resistant, vinyl sticker format.
Stickers are sold separately and are to be fixed to the cubicle doors by
the customer.

Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/school-toilets-faq.html
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Further Information
www.schooltoilets.co.uk/privacy-cubicle-system.html

Disclaimer:
© 2010 Cubicle Centre Ltd
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure the information included on the website / in this brochure was correct at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change specifications at any time without
prior notice. Where specification is critical, please contact Cubicle Centre to ensure you have the latest available information.
The colours in this brochure are within the constraints of the printing process and are NOT to be used for matching purposes.
Disability Discrimination Act - Building Regulations:
The responsibility for washroom compliance with current building regulations lies with the project manager. However, on request, we can offer further advice on this subject.

Cubicle Centre Ltd
Unit 33 Caldervale Business Park
Huddersfield Road
Ravensthorpe
West Yorkshire WF13 3JL
Tel
Fax

0845 170 1240
0845 170 1241

Email info@schooltoilets.co.uk

